
Highlights:
• Whitewashed houses of Sidi Bou Said
• Medina of Tunis
• Ancient city of Carthage
• Great Mosque of Kairouan
• Ancient Roman City of Sufetula
• Filming locations of Star Wars – Ong Jemel & Matmata
• Roman amphitheatre of El Jem
• Medina of Sousse

• 1 Hour Camel Ride at Sahara Desert
• Chebika by 4x4 vechicles
• 2 nights stay at coastal town of Hammamet

Special Inclusions:

9 Breakfast | 7 Lunch | 8 Dinner

4 & 5

Travel Period : 01 April 2023 – 31 March 2024ETUN12

12D Let’s Go Tunisia

BY FLIGHT

BY COACH

OVERNIGHT

1Tunis

2Hammamet

1Sousse

El Jem

1Sfax

Sbeitla

2Kairouan

Mountain Oasis

1Tozeur
Chott El Jerid Matmata

1Douz

Sidi Bou Said
Carthage

TUNISIA



Sidi Bou Said

Medina of Tunis

Ancient city of Carthage

Great Mosque

Day 02
TUNIS - SIDI BOU SAID - TUNIS

• Sidi Bou Said - A picturesque town surrounded by
whitewashed houses with blue shutters and doors.

• Free at leisure - You may visit various art galleries and try to
drink mint tea at one of the traditional street cafés while
enjoying stunning views of the Gulf of Tunisia.

• Medina of Tunis - An ancient city full of labyrinths, cobbled
alleys and magnificent mosques.

• Return to Tunis for dinner and overnight.

Dinner

Day 01
SINGAPORE > TUNIS
• Assemble at Singapore Changi Airport for your long-haul

flight to Tunis, Tunisia.

Day 03
TUNIS - CARTHAGE - KAIROUAN

• Ancient city of Carthage - The oldest Phoenician settlement
on the coast of North Africa.

• Brysa Hill - See the main ruins of the Punic city and some
glorious monuments.

• Antonine Baths - The only remaining baths in Carthage
dating back to the Roman Empire.

• Kairouan - Make a living growing and manufacturing Berber
rugs.

Breakfast | Lunch | Dinner

Day 04
KAIROUAN

• City tour - One of the holiest sites in Islam and the spiritual
home of all Tunisians.

• Photo stop at Aglabite Cistern.
• Sidi Sahbi Mausoleum - The companion of the Prophet

Muhammad, known as the Barber is buried here.
• Great Mosque - Considered one of the most important

religious sites in Islam.
• Medina of Kairouan - The entirety of which is under

UNESCO protection.

Breakfast | Lunch | Dinner



Mos Espa

Matmata

Day 06
TOZEUR - MOUNTAIN OASIS - CHOTT EL
JERID - DOUZ

• Chebika - Enjoy a day trip by 4WD to the beautiful
mountainside oasis village. You will see palm groves,
waterfalls, and ancient villages at the Castle of the Sun.

• Tamerza - The largest mountain oasis in Tunisia.
• Meads - You can enjoy panoramic views of the canyon

below & the canyon was used to film "Raiders of the Lost Ark"
and "The English Patient".

• Ong Jemel - Neck of Camel.
• Sahara Dunes - The film set of Mos Espa in Star Wars:

Episode 1 - The Phantom Menace.
• Chott El Jerid - Crossing the largest salt flat in Tunisia & the

views of this natural Salt Lake are simply stunning.
• Douz - The gateway to the Sahara Desert.

Breakfast | Lunch | Dinner

Day 07
DOUZ - MATMATA - SFAX

• Sahara Desert – Enjoy a one-hour camel ride through the
majestic sand dunes. You may take an optional quad bike
tour (own expense).

• Berber Family House - Explore its subterranean dwelling in
Tamezret.

• Matmata - Photo stop at the Sidi Driss Hotel, used as the
interior of the Lars Homestead & most famous for being a
film set location for Star Wars: Episode 4 - A New Hope.

• Overnight to Sfax.

Breakfast | Lunch | Dinner

Chott El Jerid

Chebika

Day 05
KAIROUAN - SBEITLA - TOZEUR

• Sbeitla - Home to the magnificent Roman city of Sufetula.
• City tour - Visit the Forum and its temples, see the public

baths, the theatre and numerous Christian cathedrals with
their elaborate baptistery covered with colourful mosaics.

• Tozeur - Visit the Eden Palm open-air museum and wander
through Medina of Tozeur.

Breakfast | Lunch | Dinner



El Jem

Hammamet

Day 09
SOUSSE - HAMMAMET

• Nabeul - Main town of Cap Bon & famous for its pottery.
• Free time for shopping.
• Hammamet - Coastal town & known for its white sandy

beaches, clear blue waters and beautiful gardens.
• City tour - Strolling at the Medina & drive pass Yasmine

Hammamet before checking into hotel.

Breakfast | Lunch | Dinner

Day 10
HAMMAMET

• Free at leisure to enjoy the beach, sun and sea or you may
join our optional tour to Cap Bon Full Day Tour (own
expenses).

Breakfast

REMARKS
1. A minimum group size of 15 passengers is required for a confirmed 

departure.
2. The sequence of the itinerary, flight schedules and hotels are subject to 

change without prior notice in the event of unforeseen circumstances.
3. During major events, accommodation may be re-located to another city

without prior notice.
4. In the event that a place of visit is fully booked or closed due to public

engagement or bad weather conditions, it will be replaced with an
alternative.

5. All guides are English speaking, if a Chinese guide is required, additional
charges may applies.

6. Only SQ fly direct (selected season only), all other carrier will need to 
transit via its capital.

7. Should there be any discrepancies over the English and Chinese Version of 
the Itinerary, we shall follow accordingly to the English Version.

8. We, as a Travel Agent shall not be held responsible in the event of a flight 
delay which can lead to disruptions in the itinerary.

9. Tour Fare does not Include All Airport Taxes, Fuel Surcharges, Visa
Application Fees, Tipping, Porterage and all expenses of a Personal
Nature.

Service Fee

Total     USD 130

• Service Fee + Hotel City tax
• Tips for waiters at hotels and restaurants

Day 11
HAMMAMET - TUNIS > SINGAPORE

• Free at leisure till transfer to the airport for flight back home.

Breakfast

Day 12
SINGAPORE
• We hope you had an enjoyable holiday with us, and we look

forward to seeing you again.

Day 08
SFAX - EL JEM - SOUSSE

• El Jem - One of the largest and most spectacular Roman
amphitheatres in the world built in AD 238, shows the
grandeur and vastness of the Roman Empire.

• Sousse - The 3rd largest city in Tunisia.
• Medina of Sousse - Explore the city walls, the ramparts that

enclose parts of the city, and Ribat, an ancient travelers' rest
stop built in the 13th century.

Breakfast | Lunch | Dinner


